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Profile
Headquartered in Calgary, Modern Tool Ltd. is the largest dealer 
of new and used machine tools and metalworking machinery in 
Canada.

Need
Modern Tool’s existing enterprise resource planning (ERP) system had been 
poorly installed by a former vendor and caused major problems with data con-
version. Shortcomings in the company’s ERP / accounting system, data errors 
in its stock control system and the lack of a fully integrated technology solution 
meant employees were doing unnecessary manual work. Before investing fur-
ther time and resources, the company was looking for a complete diagnostic of 
its technology environment to significantly improve efficiency.

Solution
BDC Consulting provided a comprehensive and structured Technology 
Action Plan. After a thorough review of the company’s technology needs, the 
consultant conducted in-depth in-house interviews to review key business 
processes and to identify problems that could be solved with technology in-
vestments, as well as opportunities for improvement. The consultant analyzed 
the findings to provide a complete list of recommendations in a comprehen-
sive report, including that the company make more efficient use of its current 
ERP system. As part of the upgrade, Modern Tool also underwent an in-depth 
data conversion process that rectified issues with its inventory and accounting 
systems. BDC also suggested the company implement a customer relationship 
management (CRM) module, provide more technology training to employees 
and develop a disaster recovery plan.

Results
With the Technology Action Plan, Modern Tool now has a clear roadmap to 
guide its technology investments and establish key priorities that are in line 
with its business goals. The company has upgraded its ERP system, which 
vastly improves efficiency.

We could have kept limping 
along and working around the 
glitches in our system, but we 
decided that we needed external 
help and a fully objective point 
of view. We had total trust in BDC 
Consulting to help us put togeth-
er a comprehensive technolo-
gy action plan. The consultant’s 
thoroughness was impressive 
and I knew that we were in good 
hands. I felt that BDC always had 
our best interests in mind!

Mark Senecal
Administrator
Modern Tool Limited
www.moderntool.com
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